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#1 New York Times bestselling author of American Assassinâ€”soon to be a major motion picture

Vince Flynnâ€™s â€œhigh-energyâ€• (Booklist) political thriller places CIA superagent Mitch Rapp in

the crosshairs of an enemy even he did not anticipate.When diplomacy fails and military intervention

is inappropriate, our leaders sometimes take the third option.â€¦Mitch Rapp has been assigned just

such an â€œunofficialâ€• task, targeting a German industrialist who is supplying a notorious terror

sponsor. But when the mission is dangerously compromised, Rapp realizes heâ€™s been deemed

an expendable asset in a power battle on home turf: the choice of Dr. Irene Kennedy as successor

to dying CIA director Thomas Stansfield has many detractors, some who will resort to extreme

measures to prevent her from taking the reins. But no one counted on Mitch Rappâ€™s returnâ€¦or

how far heâ€™ll go to find out who set him up.
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Another superb addition to the Mitch Rapp series by the late Vince Flynn. After ignominiously

discovering the seduction of Vince FlynnÃ¢Â€Â™s catalogue only last year (three years after his



passing), IÃ¢Â€Â™ve since determined to read each installment and look forward to becoming

enthralled with each. This, Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Third Option,Ã¢Â€Â• is the third in the Flynn catalogue and

the second in the Mitch Rapp series and it continues FlynnÃ¢Â€Â™s extraordinary talents and

painstaking attention to detail. In this episode, we find our hero looking anxiously toward retirement

with this, his self-imposed final mission. HeÃ¢Â€Â™s met and fallen in love with national network

news reporter Anna Reilly and heÃ¢Â€Â™s determined to put this period of subversive violence,

loneliness and subterfuge behind him to start anew.Honoring a commitment for one last mission

however, Rapp finds himself in Germany, surveilling and ultimately removing a rogue German

Chancellor. Teamed with two other seemingly benign operatives, something still grates at his

instinct: there is something not at all right about this assignment and as his surveillance turns into

execution, Mitch is proven correct. During the violent shootout, he barely escapes with his life and

must use all his skills to make a clean getaway.Suspecting immediately that there is a leak in his

CIA sponsored command, he returns to the U.S. to angrily confront his leaders CIA Director Thomas

Stansfield and Terrorism Chief Irene Kennedy. Once mollified, he sets out to find the leakÃ¢Â€Â¦also

adding to his unbridled anger is the kidnap of his love Reilly; Rapp literally transforms into a kill or

be killed personae and Flynn excels with a demonstrative conclusion that of course gives great

satisfaction to the reader.One unturned stone though is the clear misanthropic ending that allows

the ultimate villain to live another dayÃ¢Â€Â¦indeed this novel makes no attempt whatsoever to

disguise the fact that there will be a sequel and for those hardcore Rapp fans, this is pure

enticement.And so to conclude, the late Vince Flynn succeeded magnificently once more with

Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Third Option.Ã¢Â€Â• Carrying forward his amazing storytelling talents along with his

usual tenacious research and obvious passion for these details, we the reader are again treated

with an amazingly thorough and provocative tome. And as I keep telling myself, thank god there are

many more like this in the Flynn catalogue.

I discovered this series because I read that this series is being turned into a movie. I love the Jason

Bourne series and I am a huge fan of the Die Hard movies just to give you an idea of my

preferences. I have always been intrigued by the mystery behind the CIA and how they are the

proactive branch of national security where the FBI is more reactive. Good book, good story, easy

read and a good page turner, especially once the background is established. If you are new to the

series, I highly recommend reading the prequel novels that actually introduce Mitch Rapp and the

main characters 10 years earlier. As I understand these books (2 books) were written later and

understanding the main character, Mitch Rapp, and what his value to the CIA makes more sense as



you continue the series. This is listed as book #2 but if you read the prequels first it is book #4. Just

be glad you do not have to meet The Third Option... because it will be the first, last and only time

you will meet him.

I heard about Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp character several years ago, before the author's untimely

death. I had it on my To Read List, but I finally actually read the first novel a couple of weeks ago...

in one weekend. As other reviewers have indicated, I did not want to put it down once I got into the

character and evolving storylines. I am on the second novel and have not had such focused reading

time this round, but I can read Rapp's tales for hours without a break. If you like modern political

thrillers and characters like Jack Bauer (or post-Vietnam era Mack Bolan, perhaps my favorite of

all), this is a must! Flynn's Rapp will not disappoint! Flynn does a great job of developing characters

at a rate that keeps the reader wanting more. The myriad of key players keeps growing, as does my

view and understanding of what makes each tick. This is my escape from the hours of professional

literature I read each day. Great read!!!

Darn it!!! Had to buy Separation of Power (not that I wouldn't have anyways!!!) because The Third

Option (Book 4) leaves the main bad guy still on the run!Call it marketing or whatever, I immediately

bought Book 5 because Flynn leaves the reader so intrigued as to what happens next.Without

giving everything away, Mitch Rapp is now changing positions - his boss is passing, his immediate

supervisor is in line for the CIA head, and Mitch is finished with killing...or so we think??? If I know

one thing about Mitch Rapp, it ain't over 'till it's over! Mitch is on a mission to discover who set him

up. After a mission goes awry, Mitch is on the run, not knowing who to trust. This time, there is more

on the line than just his life and he must discover the truth of what happened and why.In "The Third

Option", Flynn is able to involve the reader as to what it must be like to be a "Mitch Rapp". Although

fiction I could only imagine what a job like this would entail from the stress to the paranoia of

knowing that, at any given time, the hunter can become the hunted.I have thoroughly enjoyed the

Mitch Rapp series and will continue to read until the end. In "The Third Option" Flynn is able to

detail the events of the story from all sides. There is mystery, intrigue and suspense and Flynn's

style is like no other.

Flynn knows how to write a great story and has certainly improved over the years. This is an early

work so it's kinda funny as the characters wait for the computer to warm up so they can log in to

their AOL account. Or how Dumond has to explain to Mitch how cell phone towers work. Some



International Man of MysteryÃ°ÂŸÂ•Â’. But a good read nonetheless.

Do yourself a favor, and get these books, and enjoy a very entertaining, and illuminating look at the

schemes elected folks employ to usurp power from the people, ostensibly to enrich themselves at

the expense of the Nation and her citizens.
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